A large section of World Wide Web is full of Documents, content; Data, Big data, unformatted data, formatted data, unstructured and unorganized data and we need information infrastructure, which is useful and easily accessible as an when required. This research work is combining approach of Natural Language Processing and Machine Learning for content-based classification of documents. Natural Language Processing is used which will divide the problem of understanding entire document at once into smaller chucks and give us only with useful tokens responsible for Feature Extraction, which is machine learning technique to create Feature Set which helps to train classifier to predict label for new document and place it at appropriate location. Machine
I. INTRODUCTION
Data is widely spread on World Wide Web as we are generating so much data every day from mobile applications, Google Maps, uploading documents in various formats from various websites. Content in form of documents, posts, blogs on various issues, videos all are posted on web. In future this abandoned of data can be used to extract information for it's efficient usage and this is challenge for researchers to extract information using Artificial Intelligence. The data on which this research work is focusing is documents. The very first step for deriving information is to have related data classified and clustered at one place. This research work is discussing techniques and methodology to classify documents and label all on the basis on content in the documents, using Natural Language Processing and Machine Learning techniques, which is subset of Artificial Intelligence. Classification is also possible on file names, but this research work will process and classify documents based on its content.
The way we humans learn by experiences, and can actually predict or visualize what can be the outcome based on our experience; similarly machine can be trained by providing them with experienced data to learn and then provide them with new data to predict the outcome.
This work is using Machine Learning, which learn from examples. Figure 1 shows an overview of relation between Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning.
Artificial Intelligence deals for simulation of intelligent behavior in machines, which is capable of, replicate human behavior and the machine is computer.
Machine Learning also said to be an application of Artificial Intelligence provides systems the ability to learn from experiences without being programmed.
It's like give them experiences and from past experiences they will learn and ready to predict the outcome of new situation. The entire System along with pre-processing module based on natural language processing is shown in figure 3 .
IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
The model is tested with English Movie data review with 2 categories, the review is positive or negative 
